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Abstract

N atural Language U nderstanding and Generation are both areas of active
research with widespread potential for story telling. This paper proposes
an architecture for dynamically generating stories th a t allows a scene to be
constructed and then dynamically w ritten through the interaction of indi
vidual chatbots. Each chatbot in this environment is meant to mimic either
the specific emotional profile of a character or holistically represent all of the
character’s attributes. Chatbots are created using the conversation history
so th a t they can understand context, a relevant sentence suggestion provided
by a question-answering model to keep generated output on topic, and a finetuned version of the GPT-2 transformer-based language model to combine
all of this information and generate text. This architecture serves as an en
semble method of approaching character modeling and also introduces the
little-explored concept of emotional style transferring as a method for merg
ing a story character’s emotional attributes with an independent training
corpus. The question-answering model used in this study achieved 65.24%
accuracy when tested on the Stanford Question-Answering D ataset and the
emotion classification model achieved 57.3% accuracy on the International
Survey on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions dataset. While neither of
these performances are SOTA for their respective individual tasks, they are
used in combination to produce state of the art directed story generation
and pave the way for future research.
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C hapter 1

Introduction

Scene: [harry, ron, hermione]
ro n : (pointing at Harry) A sk him! It's him that's d on e it. You sa w w h a t he w rote on th e wall! Besides, he know s I'm -- I'm a Squib.
h a rry : I kn o w w h a t a Sq u ib is. {Ron looks at th e diary in Harry's hand.} A kind of humanist.
ro n : Well, he's go t a point. I've go t to ask yo u som ething. D o yo u know w h o 's opened the C ha m b er of Secrets?
h a rry : I don't.
ro n : You don 't think on yourself, do y o u ?
h a rry : B u t I kn o w yo u don't. You just keep saying it's Voldemort. A n d I know it. You see, I used to be a bit of a prat -ro n : Well, he's go t a point, d oesn't he? You d on 't know h ow lucky I am.
h a rry : H e's not a god, yo u know. V oldem ort is.
ro n : Praying m igh t help. Du m b le do re says it's firs' he's d on e it.
h a rry : firs' w h a t?
ro n : You know what. Praying. That'll do. {Close up on the diary. The diary glow s softly.} It's been there all sum m er. Se e? It's been there all

sum m er. {Harry touches the diary to himself.}
h a rry : I'm not Harry, I'm Ron.
ro n : Well, it's been there, hasn't it? The w hole time. Until this morning,
h a rry : B ut I'm Ron. A n d you're not Harry, I'm Hermione.
h e rm io n e : Harry,
h a rry : Hermione.
h e rm io n e : Harry.
h a rry : Hello. I'm Ron. A n d this is m y diary.

Figure 1.1: An example interaction between chatbots based on the Harry
P otter characters Harry, Ron, and Hermione.

Communication is the first fundamental layer of intelligence from which all
levels of higher thought are derived. As humans, it is the first thing we learn
to do and it is one of the few thing th a t constantly evolves throughout our
lifetimes. Verbal communication is the most primitive form of human com
munication and is coupled with intonation and body posture to reinforce
3

the intent th a t it carries. When thoughts are translated to w ritten language
however, all additional forms of intent indicators are stripped away and we
are left with only one channel to carry meaning. Due to this, w ritten com
munication is often much more verbose when conveying the same nuances,
b u t is still full of ambiguity and context-derived meanings th a t occasionally
confuse even human readers. Despite these challenges, w ritten communica
tion is one of the prim ary targets in recent years th a t we have attem pted
to get Artificial Intelligence systems to emulate. It is thought th a t if we are
able to communicate with our com puter systems in the same way th a t we are
able converse with each other, then we will unlock a new era of possibilities
where computers can become a much more natural extension to humanity.

Despite the extensive potential of generalized natural language chatbots
however, chatbots for the most are often created with domain-specific pur
poses in mind. They are used to automatically provide customer support for
companies, to return information from internet databases, and to provide
canned, comedic responses to specific prompts. While this command-driven
approach to building chatbots is meant to provide them with purpose, it in
practice drastically limits their ability to naturally interact with users and
leaves users frustrated when a non-scripted request arises.

The reason for the limited forms of chatbot models is not for lack of people
trying to develop more sophisticated systems. In many ways it is known th a t
a fully generalized, artificially intelligent chatbot would be the holy grail of
not just N atural Language U nderstanding (NLU), but of all AI research.
4

Such a chatbot would provide a unified system for companies to use to
provide support to customers and handle routine tasks th a t involve human
interaction. Therefore, the lack of generalized models is instead systemic of
the difficulty th a t this problem poses. A fully generalized model would have
to not only understand a prompt, but also contextualize the prom pt with
past conversation, understand how this response should emotionally predis
pose the agent, and then actually perform some sort of N atural Language
Generation (NLG) to generate an appropriate response. Achieving what
would be considered good results by a human standard at any one of these
tasks would be ground breaking research in itself, so instead, this paper aims
to create a pipeline for combining existing State of the Art (SOTA), or near
SOTA, methods so th a t current progress in this area can be evaluated.

Before diving into the implementation of the aforementioned pipeline, it is
im portant to clarify both the question this paper aims to answer and the
scope of research th a t this entails. Broadly speaking, the purpose of this
paper is to determine whether modern advances in deep learning can be
used to meaningfully combine question-answering and directed personality
language-modeling in an unstructured environment. In order to quantify
what meaningful means in this context, metrics evaluating the accuracy of
question-answering, emotional profiling, and generated emotional bias will
be used. Each of these metrics will be explained more in depth later in the
paper, but it is im portant to clarify beforehand the goals which this paper
aims to achieve. All associated code for this paper backing up these metrics
is publicly available on GitHub [1].
5

C hapter 2

Prior Work
N atural Language Understanding, and subsequently its inverse twin N atural
Language Generation, are relatively new fields th a t aim to apply advances
in deep learning and neural networks to the medium of text. Some of the
most groundbreaking papers in these fields, such as Google’s paper on Bidi
rectional Transformers for creating better word embeddings [7], came out
in only the last few years. Due to this, we are only now seeing the realworld applications of these techniques. W ith this in mind, it is im portant
to not only evaluate specific related uses of NLU, but to also look at the
parent field of N atural Language Processing (NLP), which has historically
used hard-coded priori knowledge about linguistics to achieve results th a t
we are just now seeing through deep learning alone.

6

Figure 2.1: A sample from the Facebook bAbI Dialog-based Language
Learning dataset illustrating the question-answering problem.

2.1

Q u e stio n -A n sw e r in g

Question-Answering is arguably one of the most im portant, yet complex
problems th a t NLU aims to solve. To clarify, question-answering in this
context refers to determining the answer to a question given a series of
statem ents, of which one is assumed to host the answer, such as illustrated
in Figure 2.1. In the past, this problem has been dealt with by using sim
ple NLP techniques such as stripping stop words and matching regular ex
pressions to the lemmatized series of words or P art of Speech (POS) tags.
However, these simple approaches require language to be structured in an
absolute way th a t cannot be guaranteed. Any deviation from the coded p at
terns leads to either false information being encoded or critical information
being missed altogether.

Many tools exist for the previously mentioned type of deconstructive anal
ysis, most notably the Python N atural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) library.
However, it is not hard to find an ambiguous sentence th a t NLTK can’t eas
7

ily handle without hard-coding all perm utations of text patterns. For this
reason, libraries such as spaCy have recently been on the rise th a t aim to
combine traditional NLP approaches with machine learning for tasks such
as Named Entity Recognition (NER) and introduce the notion of process
ing pipelines to simplify tasks. W hen applied to question-answering, this
provides further power to transform a natural language prom pt into a thor
oughly deconstructed and labeled input layer th a t can have the answer sim
ply extracted based on its POS tag or position in the form atted layer. While
this is great for domain-specific situations in which the types of questions
and general structure of input can be guessed, it does not solve all gener
alized situations. W hen dealing with generalized situations in which not
much can be assumed, some form of machine learning or NLU is required.
However, this can be incredibly difficult in a completely unstructured en
vironment where no metrics or feedback exist to even determine whether
a response was correct or contains a reference to the correct answer. For
this reason, researchers have largely turned to building labeled datasets to
provide their models with at least some form of weak supervision.

2.1.1

D a ta s e ts

Two of the most notable datasets for question-answering are the Facebook
bAbI (pronounced “baby”) dataset and the Stanford Question Answering
D ataset (SQuAD). These datasets are slightly different and are tailored to
wards specific approaches at solving this problem, but in general, they both
aim at providing some form of supervision for models applied to this task.
Both of these datasets have been widely used as testing grounds for SOTA
8

models and represent a great deal of human effort th a t was required to man
ually create and quality check the pairing of each answer to a question.

The Facebook bAbI Dialog-based Language Learning dataset [11] is only
part of a larger effort by Facebook to encourage building models th a t learn
in a similar way to human babies [9]. The dataset is structured as a series
of simple stories in which statem ents continuously build off of each other
and describe an evolving scene. In the midst of these statements, questions
are interjected asking about the current state of events, as can be seen in
Figure 2.1. The questions are then followed by an exact answer to each ques
tion. While this dataset can be used independent of the rest of Facebook’s
project, it was intended to only be one of many supervised environments
for ML and AI agents to be taught how to answer contextual questions.
Accompanying this dataset, Facebook proposed a series of other tasks and
datasets these agents could be trained and tested on and released much of
the code open source on GitHub. Another interesting proponent Facebook
outlined in a related paper was a Human-in-the-loop (HITL) dialogue simu
lator [12]. This simulator provides a framework under which reinforcement
learning agents can be expanded past the other fixed datasets and trained
alongside the guidance of a human dialogue partner to be fine-tuned for their
specific designated environments. While this paper will not cover a related
approach using reinforcement learning, it is im portant to note the different
techniques th a t have been proposed to solve the same task.

Since the Facebook bAbI tasks were outlined in 2015, there have been many
9

Southern_California
The Stanford Question Answering Dataset
Southern California, often abbreviated S < ^ | , is a geographic and cultural region

W h at is Southern California often abbreviated as?

that generally com prises C alifornia's so u thernm ost 1 0 counties. Th e region is

Ground Truth Answers: SoCal SoCal SoCal

traditionally described as "eight counties", based on dem ographics and econom ic
ties: Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, Santa

Despite being traditionall described as "eight counties", how many

Barbara, and Ventura. The more e xtensive 10 -co u nty definition, including Kern

counties does this region actually have?

and San Luis O b isp o counties, is also used based on historical political divisions.

Ground Truth Answers: 10 counties 10 10

Southern California is a major e conom ic center for the state o f California and the
United States.

W h at is a major importance of Southern California in relation to
California and the United States?
Ground Truth Answers: economic center major economic
center econom ic center

Figure 2.2: A sample from the SQuAD 2.0 dataset showing the type of
questions in the dataset and highlighting the type of comprehension
required.
attem pts at achieving the highest possible accuracy for each one of them on
the provided datasets. Due to the main dataset, the Dialog-based Language
Learning dataset, being simplistic and limited in size because it had to be
hand-curated by humans, many researchers have since achieved 100% accu
racy on the tasks. In one paper published by the founder of the AI company
P at Inc, 9 of the 20 total tasks were attem pted and 100% was achieved on
each [10]. However, this paper goes on to point out some of the problems
with the dataset such as answers th at change based on context interpre
tation and ambiguous exact-answer phrasing. Such problems are systemic
of all natural language and the fact th a t they crop up in an intentionally
simplified subset of question-answering problems highlights the difficulties
of the problem as a whole.

While Facebook aimed at providing a simplified, ambiguity-reduced envi
ronment in which question-answering models could be trained to perfect or
near perfect accuracy, the Stanford Question Answering D ataset [13] takes
10

a different approach. Instead of toy contextual stories, SQuAD is composed
of questions crafted from W ikipedia articles by crowd workers. By using
W ikipedia articles, questions were able to be crafted th a t had less ambigu
ous answers, but required some reading comprehension to deduce, as shown
in Figure 2.2. Human performance at this task in a study done by Stanford
came out to an exact-answer m atch accuracy of 86.831%, which is better
than the 51% accuracy of a logistic regression baseline approach outlined in
the original paper [13], but suggests th a t the problem is sufficiently complex
even for a human. Due to the format of the dataset, humans can essentially
be treated as a competing agent solving the problem and are not necessarily
the most efficient at the task. This is proven by the current top performer on
the SQuAD dataset, an ensemble ALBERT + DAAF + Verifier approach
with an exact match accuracy of 90.386%, which is notably higher than
human performance.

2.1.2

M o d e lin g

One of the simplest and oldest forms of question-answering involves build
ing a bag of words (BoW) language model and performing cosine similarity.
This approach simply encodes each word seen in a training dataset incremen
tally to build a language model (BoW) and then compares the numerically
encoded question to each numerically encoded statem ent and chooses the
most similar one based on the cosine similarity between the two matrices.
Done naively as described, this approach suffers from not understanding
context and over-weighting grammatically insignificant stopwords and other
domain-specific words commonly found throughout the entire dataset.
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Despite the poor performance of a naive implementation of BoW and cosine
similarity for question-answering, there are many variations th a t dram at
ically improve results. One of the simplest additions to this technique is
applying term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to the bag
of words language model. This lowers the weight of words th a t are fre
quently seen throughout the dataset and thus makes less common and more
descriptive words weighted as more im portant. Using this simple technique,
over-weighting issues due to stopwords and repetitive words are significantly
alleviated and performance is improved. However, this approach still leaves
out a majority of localized contextual information.

The problem of building a performant question-answering model turns out
to nearly entirely be a problem of building a more sophisticated language
model th a t can adequately encode context. TF-ID F primitively encodes con
textual information by devaluing non-im portant words, but isn’t sufficient
for encoding complex relationships. Building contextually aware language
models has been one of the most cutting edge areas of research in NLP in
recent years and new variations on models such as BERT [7] have been re
sponsible for driving new high scores on datasets such as SQuAD. However,
in order to properly build off of the success of these models, it should first
be understood how they were derived.

One of the first m ajor advances in language modeling was the creation of
GloVe (Global Vectors) in 2014 [5]. This unsupervised language model
12

ing framework creates word embeddings using techniques for global m atrix
factorization and constructing local context windows. Global m atrix factor
ization involves reducing the complexity of large term frequency matrices
and is done largely to improve compute time of building the embeddings on
large training text. A local context window is used to represent the rela
tionship of nearby words throughout the language corpus. GloVe relies on
two methods for constructing a local context window; Continuous Bag of
Words (CBOW) and skip-grams. These methods, while both aiming to in
corporate context into the language model, do so in complete opposite ways.
CBOW uses words surrounding a target word (the context window) to try
and predict the target word and encodes the context words based on this
information [14]. A skip-gram on the other hand tries to predict the context
in which a word occurs based on the target word and encodes the target
word based on this information. By using both of these strategies, GloVe is
able to achieve excellent performance at establishing localized etymological
relationships for all words it has seen.

Despite GloVe’s great performance on recognizing relationships between
most words, GloVe and related approaches th a t rely on whole-word vectorization fail at recognizing misspellings or words th a t weren’t seen in training.
In order to compensate for this lapse, approaches such as fastText exist [6].
FastText works by first breaking down whole-words into partial n-grams of
finite character length. It then uses a skip-gram model to establish context
between these pieces. This approach is much simpler than GloVe and does
not work perfectly in every respect, but it performs great on words th a t
13

it has never seen before as it can infer their meaning based on the partial
n-grams th a t compose them. For example, if the word “running” was in
the language dataset, fastText could infer its relation to the word “run” ,
whereas GloVe would treat it as an entirely different word.

The two outlined approaches above, GloVe and fastText, represent giant
leaps above the methods th a t were considered SOTA only a decade ago.
However, GloVe and fastText are by no means the end of the line. Both
of these methods are flawed in some way and while they take great steps
towards understanding context, they suffer from the problem of polysemy
where the same word can portray different meanings in different contexts.
To combat this problem, the idea of directional context was conceived where
the same word is encoded differently based on the words proceeding it or
following it. ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) represents one of
the first m ajor frameworks th a t took advantage of this concept by using a
bidirectional LSTM to encode context [15]. A successor to ELMo, ULMFiT
(Universal Language Model Fine Tuning), took the ideas th a t ELMo had
introduced and applied them at a much larger scale on the Wikitext-103
dataset to build a massive pre-trained model. This pre-trained model can
then be fine-tuned towards domain-specific applications with only a few ex
amples. This introduced the concept of transfer learning, which has had
great success in image processing, to the medium of text [17].

In 2017, Google researchers released arguably the most pivotal paper in mod
ern NLP and NLU [18] regarding the transformer architecture which uses
14

attention mechanisms to extract im portant contextual information. This
had numerous wide-spread implications, but most importantly, it influenced
the way language models were created and led to the rise of BERT (Bidirec
tional Encoder Representations from Transformers). BERT combined the
previously mentioned concepts of directional context, the transformer archi
tecture, and pre-training. Since its inception, BERT has been shown to be
almost unreasonably effective at a variety of NLP tasks, including questionanswering. On the SQuAD leaderboard, nearly all of the top approaches
are variants of BERT. The most recent (non-ensemble) variant being AL
BERT (A Lite BERT) [3], which is essentially a param eter reduced version
of BERT th a t is more scalable and was able to be pre-trained on a 16 GB
combined text corpus to achieve SOTA results.

2.2

T e x t G e n e ra tio n

N atural Language Generation (NLG) is often referred to as a the inverse
of NLU. Instead of understanding text th a t exists, this subset of NLP is
concerned with generating new text. However, in order to generate text
intelligently, an understanding of context and intent needs to be known,
making NLG actually very related to NLU and in practice generally utilizes
the same techniques. Therefore, it follows th a t one of the most primitive
forms of text generation is also one of the most primitive forms of NLU,
BOW and cosine similarity. Instead of using this approach to encode lan
guage though (or more accurately, in conjunction with an existing language
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model), NLG directly takes the previous sentence or question, encodes it,
and then uses the most similar statem ent or word(s) as a response. As can
likely be assumed though, this approach is not very effective at understand
ing previous context or intent and can only combine existing sentences or
words.

Luckily for NLG, the advances th a t have propelled NLU forward also apply
to text generation. Specifically, OpenAI’s G PT (Generative Pre-Training)
and GPT-2 architectures have been able to achieve stunningly human-like
output by taking advances in language model and tuning them to work in
a predictive fashion. GPT-2 in particular highlights the effectiveness of a
transformer architecture when applied for generative purposes. Previous
approaches at text generation utilized variations of different language mod
eling tactics such as ULM-FiT or GloVe paired with character-level RNNs
to understand basic syntax and generate text. However, these approaches
pale in comparison to a transformer based architecture th a t can not only
dem onstrate an understanding of context, but can use attention mechanisms
to make output appear to have directed intent. While much credit is due to
OpenAI for highlighting this with their G PT architectures, it is im portant
to note th a t this architecture is essentially a summation of SOTA research
on transformers and did not introduce anything fundamentally outside of
this scope.
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Figure 2.3: The top-words per emotion, as determined by TF-ID F, in the
ISEAR dataset.

2.3

E v a lu a tin g E m o tio n

Not much work has been done on detecting general emotions in text. This
is partially due to the difficulty in creating useful datasets for this task. One
of the largest existing datasets, ISEAR (International Survey on Emotion
Antecedents and Reactions), was created using crowd sourcing to label 2500
sentences with 7 different emotional categories [19]. While 2500 sentences
is a good starting point, it is by no means a big dataset and in order for a
supervised approach to adequately perform well using this data, pre-trained
model transfer learning is a must. One of the reasons for the small size of
the dataset is due to the ambiguity regarding emotions. Emotions are very
nuanced and subjective are commonly misunderstood even among people.
Due to this, each sentence in an emotional dataset like ISEAR has to be
cross-validated multiple times in order to have any semblance of accuracy
by popular opinion. To reduce cultural bias, ISEAR was created on an inter
national scale to average out emotional responses. However, while averaging
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out emotional responses may help in creating a less-subjective quantifica
tion of emotion, it does not account for emotional locality in which things
become a certain emotion only because of their preceding context or specific
cultural origins. To properly gauge such emotion would require a deep un
derstanding of the language style and good contextual awareness. Even if
the mentioned conditions could be satisfied and a model constructed with a
high level of contextual awareness and understanding, it would be likely th a t
it would discover more than just seven emotional groupings. These however
are the limitations provided by ISEAR and for the purpose of this paper,
we will assume th a t ISEAR can provide us with a good enough emotional
estim ator to use as a starting point.
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C hapter 3

Im plem entation
C o n v e rs a tio n

Figure 3.1: A high-level overview of the response pipeline th a t uses the
sentence containing the answer to a contextual question as a seed (along
with past conversation) and passes this to an emotional language model
th a t is used to generate text output emulating a character profile.
The goal of this paper is threefold. First, a question-answering model will be
created using near SOTA methods. Next, fine-tuned language models will
be created th a t will take the question-answering model output as a sugges
tion along with an entire history of conversation to guide the text, generated
and ensure it stays contextually relevant. Lastly, the outputted text will be
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sent to an environment in which chatbots with different emotional profiles
and trained on different texts will accept the output as input and respond
accordingly following the pipeline seen in Figure 3.1. In addition to chatbotchatbot interaction, this environment will also be constructed to allow for
hum an-chatbot interaction.

In order to create a question-answering model, the SQuAD dataset will be
used. The top performing approach at question-answering on SQuAD is cur
rently an ensemble architecture th a t uses ALBERT to understand context
and extract specific answers. While this is great for question-answering in
the traditional sense, the purpose of the question-answering model for this
paper is to seed the emotional language models. Using only a single-word
seed presents the risk of ambiguity as a language model could find many
different directional contextual instances of a single word. Therefore, the
entire sentence containing the answer will be used as a seed. In order to
determine the sentence containing the answer to a contextual question, a
fastText language model trained on SQuAD will be used. The reason fast
Text was chosen is due to its simplicity and its ability to perform quickly in
real-time. Additionally, fastText is able to assume some understanding of
words th a t were not found in its base training dataset, which is extremely
useful in more generalized contexts. These performant qualities of fastText
will then be combined with Facebook’s InferSent architecture [2] to create
sentence embeddings th a t cosine similarity can be used on. An example of
this is shown in the simple scenario in Figure 3.2. As can be seen in this
figure, the word “walked” does not appear in the visualizations of word im20

Visualisation of words importance

Visualisation of w ords importance

200
17.5
150
12.5
?

10 0

Statem ents: "The air was cold. The cat was orange. The cat walked across the grass. A bird flew in the sky."
Q uestion: "W heredid the catwalk?'4
Prediction: ( T h e cat walked across the grass.", 0.48702246)

Figure 3.2: A simple question-answering model using fastText and cosine
similarity th a t was trained on the SQuAD dataset and shows the perceived
importance of each word in the question and highest scoring answer.
portance. This is presumably because the word “walked” does not appear
in the SQuAD dataset where this model was trained. Despite this, fastText
still chooses the correct statem ent as the answer because the word “walk”
shares enough common partial n-grams th a t it is able to assume a relation
ship. The results of fastText on SQuAD will be discussed later in the paper.

The next m ajor part of this paper is the construction of emotional language
models th a t can produce output emulating a character profile. Characters
from a H arry P o tter will be used as target profiles and movie script di
alogue from each character will be analyzed using a model trained on the
ISEAR dataset to determine a categorical emotional breakdown. These pro
files will then serve as basis of comparison for emulated model output. For
the composite model th a t will be tested, these profiles will additionally be
used to construct a corpus based off of the ISEAR dataset th a t matches the
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emotional breakdown percentages. The emotional language models for all
approaches will be fine-tuned instances of the SOTA GPT-2 model. Through
this multi-step process, an emotional style transfer will be performed th a t
creates a chatbot emulating a Harry P otter character’s emotions th a t can
be used later in the chatbot environment. The error margin for generating
responses matching a criteria is expected to be quite large as it will be en
tirely reliant on the ISEAR model being able to properly identify emotions.

—

1.

C haracter 1: Hello.

C haracters {1} pre sen t

—

2.

C haracter 2: Hello!

Characters {1,2} p re sen t

3.

Environm ent: Character 1 walks away. Characters {1,2} pre sen t

Character 1 expired

4.

Character 3: How are you?

C haracters {2,3} p re sen t

Character 2 renewed

■ 5.

Character 2: Good!

C haracters {2,3} p resent

Figure 3.3: A diagram highlighting how character presence in an unlabeled
dialogue corpus is determined. In this example, n=3 for determining which
characters are present in the scene, where n is the number of subsequent
conversational exchanges in which the character does not speak.

The last step needed after chatbots are created is an environment in which
they can interact. This environment will be constructed so th a t both chatbotchatbot and hum an-chatbot interaction can occur. Under this scheme, a
human is essentially treated as another chatbot th a t helps guide conversa
tion. The history of all conversation in the environment will be used as the
prim ary source for the question-answering model. After picking a sentence
most likely to contain an answer to a contextual question, the question22

answering model will have its output provided as a suggestion for the text
generation model to use. In order to prevent responses being constrained
to the same pool of shared statem ents, an individual character model will
be created th a t will have its own respective history of dialogue for each
character. For the H arry P o tter models, this will come from the dialogue
in which the character was present in the scene. Presence in a scene will
be determined based on a fixed proximity to a response by the character as
shown in Figure 3.3. While this presence technique is not completely accu
rate, it should be good enough to generate a sufficiently large, unique, and
ordered corpus for each character. Lastly, in order to direct the sequence
of interactions, an environmental agent will be added as well. The envi
ronmental agent will essentially be equivalent to a regular chatbot, but it
will be holistically trained on all environmental statem ents in the first three
H arry P o tter movie scripts combined and should produce less opinionated
and more factual based output.
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C hapter 4

R esu lts
In order to gauge the performance of the directed chatbot interaction, each
component of this paper will be evaluated using discrete metrics.

The

question-answering model will be tested on the SQuAD dataset. Instead
of using the standard exact-m atch metric used for models competing on
the SQuAD scoreboard however, it will be evaluated on whether the exact
match is contained in the chosen sentence. The emotional language models
will be evaluated on three levels. First, the emotional classification model
will be directly compared to the crowd-sourced labels of the ISEAR dataset
for accuracy.

The composite emotional GPT-2 model will then have its

emotional output evaluated by the ISEAR classifier. This metric will have
the largest expected compounded error. Lastly, the output of the individual
and holistic emotional models will have their generated emotional profiles
created using the ISEAR model and this will be compared against each re
spective character’s emotional profile from the movie scripts. This will be
used to determine the accuracy of the emotional style transfer.
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4.1

Q u e stio n -A n sw e r in g M o d e l

FastText is a relatively simple model when compared to many of the ap
proaches used on the SQuAD dataset. Despite the simplicity however, it
was able to correctly identify the sentence containing the answer to a given
contextual question 65.24% of the time. This metric was computed by it
erating over each question in the SQuAD training dataset and running the
model against the associated statem ents. It is im portant to note th a t this
accuracy is not for exact-answer matching and is on the training SQuAD
dataset (versus the larger dataset) and therefore is not necessarily compara
ble to those found on the SQuAD explorer. Nevertheless, 65.24% is sufficient
for the application of seeding an emotional ch atb o t’s response. It will be
left for future work to experiment with how a more sophisticated model in
fluences generated output.

In regards to the text generation pipeline, the question-answering model
was used in conjunction with prior conversation to seed the emotionally
biased text generation model. The thought behind this was th a t it would
influence generated output and provide a contextual grounding th a t would
help keep the dialogue on track.

However, it was found in many cases

th a t the text generation model was able to adequately answer questions
without this influence simply based on the inclusion of past conversation. It
was difficult to evaluate how many times this was the case however as the
wording varied and it would be non-trivial to automatically identify whether
a response adequately answered a question.
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4.2

E m o tio n M o d e lin g

«
«
«

Naive Bayes (baseline): 54.9%
Log Regression: 56 4%
Support Vector Machine (SVM ): 57.3%
precision

recall
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0.61
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0.55
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0.58
0.71
0.52
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0.41
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0.49
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0.47
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324
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323
351
316

0.57
0.57
0.57

0.57
0.57
0.57

0.57
0.57
0.57

2255
2255
2255

anger
disgust
fear
guilt
joy
sadness
shame
micro avg
macro avg
weighted avg

fl-score support

Accuracy: 0.572949002217295

Figure 4.1: The confusion m atrix for a simple SVM model applied to the
ISEAR dataset.
In order to classify emotional sentiment, the statistical Naive Bayes, Log
Regression, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms were used as
shown in Figure 4.1. Naive Bayes is a common baseline approach th a t as
sumes each feature used is independent and generatively models the joint
distribution of a feature compared to the label. While this model is great on
small datasets and situations in which feature independence can be verified,
it quickly deteriorates as the size of the feature space increases, such as is
the case when comparing large word embeddings. Nevertheless, it was able
to achieve an accuracy of 54.9% at classifying emotional sentiment on the
validation set of the ISEAR dataset.

The next common text classification model is logistic regression. Logistic
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regression often performs b etter than Naive Bayes at text classification by
using a discriminative model to approximate the class decision boundaries.
Another benefit of logistic regression is th a t it provides a percent confidence
breakdown for each class, which is extremely useful when trying to under
stand a model. The trade off when compared withe Naive Bayes is th a t
it takes slightly longer, but when dealing with a small dataset the size of
ISEAR, this is negligible. This model was able to achieve 56.4% at iden
tifying emotional sentiment, which while still not great, is an incremental
improvement.

The last model evaluated for determining emotional sentiment in ISEAR was
an SVM. An SVM works by attem pting to find optimal decision boundaries
th a t maximizes the distance between any given points, or word embeddings
in this case. Again, the trade off with using an SVM over Naive Bayes is
th a t it is slightly slower, but this is not a problem for this case and took only
a couple minutes to train. The model was able to achieve 57.3% accuracy
at classifying emotion. While this is the highest out of all three methods,
it is close enough to logistic regression where this model was chosen for the
benefit of its emotional confidence breakdown.

4 .3

C h a ra cter P ro filin g

After baseline performance was established for the question-answering and
emotion classification models, the next step was to begin building charac
ter based language models. For this purpose, seven essential Harry P otter
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Figure 4.2: An emotional breakdown of each Harry Potter character as
determined by the ISEAR classification model.
characters were analyzed to determine their emotional profile, shown in Fig
ure 4.2. In order to create each profile, every line in the first three Harry
P otter books th a t was associated with a specific character was run through
the logistic regression ISEAR classifier and the mean score for each emotion
was outputted. It is im portant to note th a t when looking at these num
bers, emotion is being accurately classified approximately 56.4% of the time
(based on the ISEAR validation data, which is not guaranteed to be generalizable). Adding to this error, the word embeddings are being computed
simply using TF-IDF, which does not provide extensive contextual informa
tion. Therefore, in a book setting such as Harry P otter where emotion is
often derived by events th a t are contextually taking place, accuracy can be
expected to be lower. Nevertheless, these profiles give us some semblance
of ground tru th d ata in term s of what we should be looking for from the
generated chatbot output.

After emotional profiles for each character were constructed, three text gen
eration approaches were explored using a fine-tuned version of the GPT-2
algorithm.

The first approach involved further training a GPT-2 model

on text specifically from each category of emotion in the ISEAR dataset.
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Figure 4.3: An emotional breakdown of each holistic model generated
Harry P otter character chatbot using the ISEAR classification model.
These single-emotion models were then used in a composite fashion accord
ing to the profile outlined for a target character in Figure 4.2. O utput was
constrained to a maximum of 30 words and split up into random length seg
ments, with each segment having the probably of being a certain emotion
dictated by the profile. In theory, averaged out over time and assuming each
single-emotion model only outputted text th a t identified as it’s associated
emotion, this would yield generated text exactly matching the character’s
emotional breakdown. As shown in Figure 4.3 and additionally in Figure 4.4
however, the outputted profiles for each character, while similar, are not an
exact match.
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Figure 4.4: Each character’s generated output cosine similarity compared
to their calculated book profile. The cosine similarity was computed using
TF-ID F vectorization and the harry_as_voldemort character is compared to
the target Tom Riddle emotional profile.
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The next approach used for text generation was th a t of an individual char
acter model approach. Under this approach, the three-book Harry Potter
corpus was analyzed and had an additional field of character presence added
as previously defined in Figure 3.3. The corpus was then split up for each
character based on their presence in the scene and this new generated corpus
was used to fine-tune respective GPT-2 models. The outputted text of this
model aligned with the perception of the respective H arry P otter character
much b etter than the composite approach due to specifically being trained
on their language style, but as can be seen in Figure 4.4, it was actually not
better at outputting the same emotional profile for all characters such as
Tom Riddle.

Figure 4.5: Emotional profile comparisons for each character and modeling
approach.

The last approach used for text generation was a holistic one. This ap
proach involved training a GPT-2 model on the entire three-book Harry
Potter corpus and then calling it to produce output for each character when
the character was selected to respond. It is im portant to note th a t while
this approach has holistic information about all characters, when it is called,
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it is coerced into generating text specifically for an individual character. As
shown in Figure 4.4, this performed well for all characters.

In order to better understand the emotional profiles of the text generated by
each approach, Figure 4.5 aims to compare the shapes of each graph against
the ground tru th characters. As can be seen, there is a lot of variance across
the models despite the seemingly high cosine similarity. It should also be
noted th a t the harry_as_voldemort character was created by training an indi
vidual character model on a subset of text from the Harry P otter character
th a t was constructed following the emotional profile of Tom Riddle. For
example, Tom Riddle was shown to have text associated with the shame
emotion 22% of the time, so 22% of the text used to build the subset corpus
was also identified as the shame emotion by the ISEAR model, but spo
ken by Harry. Due to the nature of this emotional style transfer, only the
composite and individual character models would be expected to perform
adequately well. However, Figure 4.4 actually shows the opposite and th a t
the holistic model far outperformed the individual and composite models at
matching the emotional profile. This could possibly be because the GPT-2
model is provided with the character name (harry_as_voldemort), and since
it contains the names “harry” and “voldemort” , is able to produce text
th a t is most commonly associated in context with both of these characters,
thus accidentally performing an emotional style transfer simply by virtue of
combining their names.
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4 .4

E n v ir o n m en t In te r a c tio n

Figure 4.6: Sample output from the composite model approach. It is
im portant to note th a t this model does not use the Harry P otter corpus
and instead is just a representation of each character’s emotional profiles.
One of the fundamental traits of a dynamic story generation environment
is the interaction of multiple different chatbot agents. Many chatbot en
vironments focus solely on responding to a given prom pt and shirk off the
need for any level of conversational awareness. Conversely, pure story text
generation is often done by using a single model to maximize the level of
coherence and awareness. The environment used in this paper lies in be
tween these two extremes and supports the interaction of multiple agents,
including a human user, but also emphasizes the use of a conversation his
tory to guide responses. The agents th a t are present in a given scene can
furthermore be chosen, which cannot be done if a single model is generating
all of the output. All conversation is also started with a manually entered
scene to direct the subsequent interactions.

Although none of the three text generation approaches perfectly capture the
emotional profile of a given Harry P otter character, all are able to produce
output th a t is contextually aware to a surprising degree. The best way to
prove this though is through example. Figure 4.6 shows the sample output
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generated by the composite models following the emotional profiles of all
of the H arry P o tter characters. It is im portant to note with this approach
versus the two others th a t the training text is the ISEAR dataset. There
fore, it is not expected for this model to produce responses th a t sound like
each individual H arry P o tter character, but rather th a t have responses th a t
match the same emotions as the respective Harry P o tter character, almost as
if this character were placed into another environment without any memory.

Figure 4.7: Sample output from a conversation generated with individual
character models.

The individual character modeling approach did utilize the Harry P otter
corpus and therefore all respective output has the expectation of belonging
to the source text.

A sample conversation using this model is shown in

Figure 4.7. While output can be seen in this figure from the environment
chatbot, the generator behind this was actually a holistic model, as it did
not make sense to emotional classify text describing the environment. Inter
estingly though, it worked sufficiently well to simply treat the environment
as another chatbot in order to gain the same level of contextual awareness.
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e n v i r o n m e n t : D ia q o n A l l e y w a s c o m p l e t e l y e m p ty b e c a u s e o f t h e c o r o n a v i r u s .
h a g r i d : W h e re i s

e v ery b o d y ?

albus dumbledore: Hopefully at home.
R on: T h e y 'r e n o t hom e. T h e y 'r e
H arry :

r u n n in g aw ay .

-

[ ' h a r r y 1,

T h e y ' r e r u n n i n g a w a y ? B u t how h a v e t h e y g o t t e n

H ercn io n e: T h e y 'r e

r u n n in g aw ay.

T he o n l y t h i n g t h e y 'r e

1r o n ' ,

in to

' h e rc n io n e ' ]

my ro o m ? 1 d i d n ' t e v e n kn o w w h e r e

d o in g i s . . .

w a tc h in g .

-

[ 'h a r r y ',

I

w as. -

'h e r c n i o n e ',

[ 'h a r r y * ,

' r o n 1,

'h e r c n i o n e ']

'u s e r ']

Harry: They’re going to kill me. - ['harry', 'hermione']
H ercn io n e: H a r r y . T h is i s

w h a t y o u 'r e

H a rry : G et o u t o f bed !

[ ’ h a r r y 1,

-

g o in g t o

do t o

th a t tre e .

I t 's

g o in g t o

k ill

you.

-

[ 'h a r r y ',

'h e r c n i o n e 'J

' h e r m i o n e ']

Snape: What are you doing? - ['harry', 'hermione', 'snape']
H arry :

T h e y 'r e r u n n in g aw a y !

Tom r i d d l e :

I to ld

-

th e m n o t t o

H ercn io n e: T h e y 'r e n o t ,

a re

th e y ?

[ 'h a r r y * ,

'h e r m i o n e ' ,

's n a p e ',

co m e a n y m o r e n e a r y o u . -

[ ’ h a r r y 1,

' h e r m i o n e ',

't o r n r i d d l e ' ]

[ 'h a r r y ',
's n a p e ',

'h e r m i o n e ', ' s n a p e ' ,
't o m

r i d d l e 1,

" to m r i d d l e ' ]

'e n v i r o n m e n t ']

Figure 4.8: Sample output generated by a holistic model instance running
for each character in the scene.
The holistic model proved to be arguably the most contextually aware, as
is highlighted by sample output in Figure 4.8. The indented scene text was
manually added as a base seed for the models to expand off of and includes a
question and a speculative answer by a character. The first holistic model, in
response to this scene text, is shown directly responding to this information
in a contextually aware manner and changing the direction of conversation.
One reason which could explain the increased contextual awareness as com
pared to the individual character models would be th a t since the corpus it
used for training was not split up, it had access to more sensible sequential
conversation than the individual models did. In order to make comparable
individual character models, a more contextually coherent corpus focusing
on each character would be needed. One of the main reasons it was initially
speculated th a t an individual character model would provide better output
was because a character could therefore not speak on information th a t they
should have been unaware of (ie. because it occurred when they were not
present in the text). However, the holistic model appears to perform well at
separating this information out based simply on the character it is directed
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to respond as.

Figure 4.9: Sample output from individual holistic models and the
emotional transfer model from voldemort to harry potter.

One of the most interesting areas of comparison in this study involves the
output of the emotional style transfer characters. Figure 4.9 shows an ex
ample of output containing the harry_as_voldemort character, which utilizes
an individual character model. The goal of an emotional style transfer is
for the generated character to sound like the source character, but with the
emotional characterization of the target character. In the example shown in
Figure 4.9, the fear emotion seems to be the most prominent (as it is in Tom
Riddle/V oldem ort’s profile). While this is arguably primarily a qualitative
assessment when looking at specific examples and open to much interpreta
tion, it opens the door to a not widely explored area of research.
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C hapter 5

D iscussion
The prim ary goal of this study was to determine whether SOTA deep learn
ing could be leveraged to combine question-answering and emotional lan
guage modeling in a meaningful way to dynamically generate stories. While
there is much ambiguity surrounding the interpretation of “meaningful” even
when specific, quantitative d ata is provided supporting the accuracy of each
model, there is much support for this hypothesis.

One of the largest problems faced in this study was collecting a sufficiently
large and unambiguous corpus of text with labeled emotional sentiment.
ISEAR was primarily used for this purpose, but was far from perfect. A de
gree of interpretation existed for almost all of the labeled text from ISEAR
and given additional contextual information, the interpreted emotional con
notation could easily change. While this could be argued to be a fundamen
tal problem with the very idea of labeling emotions, the dataset is lacking
in many other regards as well. For one, the text is largely w ritten in first
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person and contains personal attribution of feelings. This limits the scope
of how it can be used as it does not contain much or any third person or
situation-based emotion examples. Microsoft mentions this problem in an
article from 2015 [4], but in the time since then, it does not appear th a t much
work has been done to solve it. In practice, this could be seen as indicative
th a t emotion is a byproduct of contextual awareness and not something th a t
can be simply labeled with a single emotion. If this is the case, it could be
beneficial to use a sophisticated language model such as ALBERT to try
and understand emotion from context, rather than create a text generation
model with specific emotional knowledge already in mind. Additionally, the
emotion categories outlined by ISEAR are rather limiting and the inclusion
of more could actually prove to be beneficial for more accurate classification.

Another problem th a t came up during this study was related to the in
consistencies in the text th a t was used to fine tune the G PT-2 model. In
order to create an accurate model, a corpus of text was needed th a t was
attributed not only to an individual character, but also to the environment.
Movie scripts contain this type of attribution and were therefore what they
Harry P otter dataset was created based on. However, there does not ap
pear to be any consistent d ata format for movie scripts and when this data
was being web scraped, the scraper had to be manually adjusted for each
script. Even after these adjustments, there were inconsistencies regarding
what counted as environmental text, what was m etadata (ie. chapter titles,
notes, comments), and what was actual character text. These inconsisten
cies occasionally pop up in the generated text output of the model and add
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a degree of non-sensical randomness.

З8

C hapter 6

C onclusion
NLG and NLU are both new fields th a t have great promise for the fu
ture. Despite the incredible performance of transformer-based architectures
in NLU, there is still room to improve language models. This study fur
therm ore highlights th a t better language models are the key to all types of
understanding and generative tasks. Specifically, the application of a more
sophisticated language model towards emotion classification could poten
tially produce not only a higher level of accuracy at classifying the ISEAR
emotional data, but also at understanding contextually-based emotions th a t
are currently unaccounted for such as sarcasm. Detecting emotions through
an unsupervised clustering approach could prove to provide the most in
teresting results however as this would allow a model to ascribe its own
categorization of emotion. This could even lead to better performance at
tasks such as emotional style transferring, where results are entirely depen
dent on an accurate source profile.
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One of the key areas this paper focuses on is not just text generation, but
dynamic story generation. In the scope of this paper, this implies multiple
levels of control in terms of guiding the story through environmental actions
and deciding the characters th a t are present in a scene. Following these lines,
it was hoped to make the environment interactive and for a user to actively
guide conversation. While this was shown to be possible and a user could
interject statem ents into the story th a t affected the generated responses of
the other chatbots, text generation was incredibly intensive and took up
wards of 15 or 30 seconds for each short response to be output running on a
higher end NVIDA GTX 1080 GPU. Future work could involve evaluating
approaches th a t are less com putationally intensive and more suitable for
generalized use such as in a web or mobile environment. However, with a
proof of concept in hand, b etter performance is only a m atter of effort rather
than a fundamental rethinking.

The ability for chatbots to converse using natural language is a feat of mod
ern language modeling techniques. However, the ability for chatbots to not
only converse, but to also convey information has wide ranging applications.
Future work using the techniques outlined in this paper are to shift towards
more specific applications of emotional, question-answering models.

One

identified area of use is in the popular messaging app Discord. Discord has
an easy to use API th a t allows bots to hook into a variety of different trig
gers. This makes it a natural environment for a chatbot to exist. Some
of the possibilities on this platform include using it as a natural way to
“search” chat history by taking advantage of its ability to answer contex
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tual questions in a channel, training it on domain specific datasets such as
Stack Overflow so th a t it can answer programming related questions, and
using it to emulate different character personas such as done in this paper.
Additionally, Discord provides a hook th a t triggers every tim e a message is
sent on a channel. Using this hook, specific commands can be searched for
telling the bot to perform certain actions. The Discord bot th a t was created
based on this paper includes commands for outputting real-time emotional
breakdowns of a specified character or user on Discord using the ISEAR
classification model, switching models and changing hyper-param eters for
text generation, and is triggered based on keyword names being mentioned
so th a t conversation can flow naturally. The bot also has the ability to
trigger any of this commands and could therefore theoretically tune its own
hyper-param eters an d /o r switch models, which poses an interesting ethical
question about control.

The potential use cases for understanding and generating language are wide
ranging. This paper explores some of the possibilities allowed by SOTA
techniques to dram atically improve interactions in a controlled and directed
manner over previous, non-generative and template-based approaches and
shows how these techniques are the future of text generation. However,
this only scratches the surface of what is possible and merely serves as
one application along the path towards the future of deep learning-based
language modeling.
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